The effects of random whole-body-vibration on motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract. It is well known that applying vibrations to men influences multiple physiological functions. The authors analysed post effects of whole-body-vibration (WBV) on motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Sixty-eight persons with PD were randomly subdivided into one experimental and one control group. Motor symptoms were assessed by the UPDRS (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale) motor score. A cross-over design was used to control treatment effects. The treatment consisted of 5 series of whole-body-vibration taking 60 seconds each. On average a highly significant \((p<0.01)\) improvement of 16.8\% in the UPDRS motor score was found in the treatment group. Only marginal changes \((p>0.05)\) were found in the control group. The cross-over procedure showed comparable treatment effects (14.7\% improvement after treatment). With respect to different symptom clusters only small changes were found in limb akinesia and cranial symptoms. By contrast, tremor and rigidity scores were improved by 25\% and 24\%, respectively. According to the structure of symptom changes it is unlikely that these effects are explainable on peripheral sensory level, exclusively. With respect to the findings of other studies one can speculate about changes in activation of the supplementary motor area and in neurotransmitter functions.
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1. Introduction

Beginning with the animal and human experiments of Matthews or Hagbarth and Eklund in the 1960s it is well described that vibration applied to the muscular-tendon system can elicit a reflex muscle contraction [27, 47]. Apart from this phenomenon it became evident in numerous studies that vibratory stimuli modify a wide variety of physiological functions e.g. brain activation, hormone concentrations or neurotransmitter releases [3,4,6,49,51,52]. Moreover it is known that different vibration characteristics (e.g. whole-body vs. local) and parameters (e.g. frequency, amplitude) influence these effects strongly [20,25,26]. As proprioception is an important component of motor control the influence of vibrations were analysed in a huge number of studies. Regardless of whether vibrations were applied locally to various muscles or to the whole-body a prominent influence on motor control became evident [7,14,22,26,29–31,70–73]. During tracking tests strong over- or undershooting errors were found [39,70, 71]. In upright stance vibration stimuli led to involuntary anterior-posterior whole-body sways [29,40–42]. Wiezbicka and co-workers found that these sways occur not only during the treatment but also some minutes afterwards [73]. Other researchers showed that vibrations applied to various muscles during walking modify the velocity and the direction of gait [7,30,31,72]. The physiological background of this phenomenon – mostly described as ‘kinaesthetic illusion’ – consists in a misinterpretation of the vibratory stimulus due to its artificial character.

In contrast to the results found in healthy subjects vibrations seem to have a lower impact on coordination in
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Parkinson’s disease patients. Rickards and Cody found significant lower undershooting errors in PD patients compared to healthy subjects during voluntary wrist extension movements and vibration transfer to the flexor carpi radialis [57]. Khudados et al. showed comparable low impacts of vibrations on tracking performance in PD compared to age matched controls [43]. It is argued that these differences result from a pathologically modified proprioception in PD. However, these vibration stimuli still influenced motor control of PD patients. Anyway the literature shows that the effect of vibration depend on the vibration parameters. Thus several experiments showed that vibration frequencies of more than 20 Hz are necessary to generate kinaesthetic illusions [14,50,67]. Furthermore Ivanenko et al. found that kinaesthetic illusions are influenced in upright stance by the support stability [29]. Thus instable support reduced the degree of illusion.

In consequence, it is likely that a low frequent whole-body-vibration connected with instable support would not generate negative effects. Furthermore a couple of experiments in the field of biomechanics and exercise physiology showed that vibratory stimuli can also improve neuromuscular performance ([26] for review). In PD acute reductions in tremor were found using local muscle vibration [35]. In addition, numerous PD patients report that symptoms are markedly reduced in vibratory situations e.g. train travelling. The guiding aim of the study at hand was therefore to analyse the effects of whole-body-vibration on motor control in PD patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Sixty-eight patients (15 female, 53 male) diagnosed with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease participated in the study. The mean age (± SD) was 65.0 ± 7.8 years, and the duration of the disease was 5.9 ± 4.6 years. Diagnosis of PD was established by the primary care neurologist on the basis of unilateral onset, asymmetric motor symptoms, symptom relief by dopaminergic treatment, and absence of atypical clinical signs such as severe orthostatic hypotension, cerebellar or pyramidal signs, early falls or gaze abnormalities, and normal brain imaging (computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging). Patients with dementia or other diseases impairing gait, stance or coordination (e.g. neuropathy, muscle or joint disease) were not admitted to the study and all subjects had to be able to stand unsupported to participate.

Prior to study entry the severity of motor symptoms was assessed by the Hoehn & Yahr scale (H&Y) as well as the motor part of the Unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale (UPDRS motor score). H&Y reached from stage II to IV, the average UPDRS motor score (off medication) was 29.9 ± 11.9.

In 63 subjects normal daily medication included L-DOPA (325 mg ± 122 per day) and dopamine agonists, 13 subjects were treated only with dopamine agonists.

All tests and treatments were performed between 11:00 am and 3:00 pm. To exclude the influence of medication all patients were withdrawn from L-DOPA over night (> 12 hours). Subjects were not withdrawn from dopamine agonists, by the reason of longer average dissolution times (up to 110 hours).

All subjects participated in this study with their informed consent.

2.2. Experimental setup

The experimental procedure is based on three successive test sessions. In each test session, two patients were studied in a parallel cross-over design (see Fig. 1) and randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups. One group (A) received whole-body-vibration (WBV) as specified below first, followed by a resting phase. The other group (B) had the resting period first and was treated thereafter. Scoring (UPDRS motor score) was performed 3 times in each patient, i.e. at baseline (UPDRS 1), after the treatment session for group A (UPDRS 2) and after the treatment session for group B (UPDRS 3). Scoring was always carried out by the same examiner, blinded for the treatment status of the patient.

2.3. Whole-body-vibration (WBV)

For the treatment, the patient stood with shoes and with the knees slightly bent on a platform allowing separate and unsynchronised multidimensional WBV applied to both feet (ZEPTOR®-med system, Scisens, Germany). WBV was administered in 5 series lasting one minute each with one-minute pause between each series. With respect to information selection processes a random vibration characteristic was chosen. Based on basic analyses it is known that variable stimuli provide greater potential to improve adaptation processes of the sensory motor system [26,60]. Furthermore these stimuli cannot generate resonance catastrophes or kinaesthetic illusions [22,25,26]. The mean frequency of the vibration was 6 Hz (± 1 Hz/s), the amplitude was 3 mm.
2.4. Data analysis and statistics

The primary outcome measure was the difference between the UPDRS motor scores before and after WBV treatment. Secondary outcome measures were scores in subscales of the UPDRS reflecting tremor (items 20 and 21, range 0–28), rigidity (item 22, range 0–20), bradykinesia (items 23–26 and 31, range 0–32), gait and posture (items 27–30, range 0–20) and cranial symptoms (items 18 and 19, range 0–8). Initially conventional explorative statistics were used to calculate mean and SD values and to prove data distributions. Parametric statistics were used in this experiment since they are more powerful than non-parametric methods and Monte Carlo simulations showed stable results for this kind of research designs [5]. Due to the parallel cross-over design a two ways ANOVA for repeated measures was calculated to compare treatment effects with baseline UPDRS of both groups (group A: first treatment, then rest; group B: first rest, then treatment). When needed Post-hoc analyses (Scheffé) were performed in a further step. As the disability range of the subjects was characterized by a wide variety patients were subdivided into five conjunct groups based on symptom patterns. Thus a subject was assigned to one subgroup if scored 2 or higher in one or more items (e.g. item 22: rigidity neck) of the symptom cluster (e.g. symptom cluster: rigidity). In each cluster pre-post differences were proved using 1-way ANOVA for repeated measures. Pearson correlations were applied to identify possible interactions between treatment effects and further data like duration of disease, age or medication.

3. Results

All patients tolerated the procedure well and without reporting immediate or delayed adverse effects such as dizziness, kinaesthetic illusions, discomfort, pain or dyskinesias. Both groups do not differ significantly in age (group A: 64.1 ± 7.0, group B 65.8 ± 8.3), pharmaceutical treatment (group A: 319 ± 105, group B: 333 ± 125) or duration of the disease (group A: 5.8 ± 4.5, group B: 6.0 ± 4.8).

Figure 2 shows changes in the UPDRS motor scores during the experiment. In both groups, the UPDRS motor score was significantly (p<0.01) reduced following WBV treatment on average by 5.2 (group A) and 4.8 (group B) score points corresponding to reductions of 16.8% and 14.7%, respectively. Both groups showed no significant changes in UPDRS motor score following the control condition (waiting).

In order to identify the physiological structure of the WBV treatment different symptom clusters were analysed (Fig. 3). The highest improvements were found in tremor and rigidity (25% and 24%). Gait and posture items show 15% improvement on average. Bradykinesia scores were reduced by 12% on average, whether no changes were found in cranial symptoms. Score changes of all clusters were highly significant (p<0.01) except the cranial symptom cluster.

In all groups low and insignificant correlations between UPDRS improvements and the initial UPDRS score, age, duration of disease or medication were found.

4. Discussion

As the treatment was connected each time with significant improvements in the UPDRS motor score while
the control condition led to small, insignificant changes only, one has to conclude that the treatment has beneficial effects on PD motor symptoms. Nevertheless, short term symptomatic fluctuations and spontaneous pharmaceutical aftereffects can not be excluded in all subjects. However, with respect to relatively large sample sizes it is unlikely that these fluctuations manipulate the main results of the study. Furthermore placebo effects might bias the results. Thus in a couple of studies it was found that placebo treatments can influence PD symptoms [15,16,20,21]. Goetz and co-workers analysed placebo associated symptom changes in early PD. On one hand they found that motor control improvements occurred in all clinical domains, on the other hand stronger improvements became evident in bradykinesia and rigidity than in tremor or gait and balance [20,21]. In contrast to these findings the study at hand shows a different effect pattern i.e. relatively strong improvements in tremor but small changes in bradykinesia. Furthermore biomechanical experiments – which enable a comprehensive and valid assessment of different components of postural control – showed that the WBV
treatment leads to significant improvements in postural control [23,24]. The literature shows no comparable effect in postural control neither as a result of medication nor of placebo treatments [33,48]. Therefore, it is unlikely that the effects of our study are placebo associated totally and one has to look for other mechanisms. In this context it is worthy to emphasise time related stability of effects. 120 minutes after the first treatment the UPDRS score of group A (test 3) shows no return to baseline but still a small reduction. Consequently physiological functions should be discussed that provide potential to explain also middle-term effects.

Numerous experiments showed that the effects of vibratory stimuli are not limited to a single physiological system. Therefore, various functions have to be taken into account. The study at hand found symptom changes in the lower as well as in the upper body. Effects in the lower body might be explainable by adaptations on peripheral nerual level. The influence of vibrations on sensory function and motor control are described to a large extent in literature [7,14,22,26,29–31,70–73]. In contrast to these explanations effects in the upper body might only be explainable by modifications of cortical or subcortical functions. A few animal and human experiments found that WBV can influence the concentration of several neurotransmitters [3,4,6,49,51,52]. As the release functions are highly non-linear it is difficult to identify a specific stimulus-reaction relation. However, Schulz found that the sensitivity of dopamine neurons is associated with the predictability of a stimulus [62,63]. In a couple of experiments he showed that unpredictable and novel situations lead to phasic dopamine releases. In a further step reactions within the dopaminergic system are strongly connected with reinforcement and motor learning [11,62,63]. By the reason of random vibrations we used in this study unpredictable stimuli are given which might result in enhanced dopamine releases. However, the duration of this biochemical effect is not clear but one can speculate that even a short additional dopamine release might provide a basis to reset pathologically activated brain circuits. Thus a couple of studies working with transcranial-magnetic-stimulation found that these stimuli led to additional dopamine releases, which have therapeutic effects [44,45,54,65,66].

Besides biochemical consequences described above one can speculate in a further step about changes of brain activation. Even if current cortical and subcortical models still present a simplistic view there are evidences for strong connections between the basalganglia and the cerebral cortex [1,62]. It is well described that the supplementary motor area (SMA) is characterized by less activation in PD compared to healthy subjects [9,11,32,34,53,56,58,59]. However, the degree of pathological activation depends on the motor task. In contrast to a free selection of movement initiation external cues lead to less or no differences in SMA activation between PD and healthy subjects. Accordingly the vibration treatment provides external cues and therefore might normalizes SMA activation. Based on the results of other training experiments similar explanations can be found. The authors argue that gait training using a treadmill provides external cues and thereby internal cueing problems of PD patients are compensated and motor control is improved [10,69].

With respect to vibration stimuli and brain activation, a recent study compared sinus waves with random oscillations [53]. It was shown that unpredictable random stimuli led to greater SMA activation than predictable oscillations did. It is well described that SMA is important for generating and controlling complex movements; however, it is unclear to which extent SMA activation generated during the treatment can influence post treatment motor control [32]. Apart from SMA functions Nelson and colleagues showed that an unpredictable treatment leads to relatively strong activations of prefrontal areas [53]. On one hand, these structures are known to be important for new learning or non routine decision, on the other hand, they are less active in PD which may explain learning and information selection deficits in PD [4,36,37,53,58,59].

Besides the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms of the treatment some practical and therapeutic aspects should be discussed. Principally it is difficult to speculate about long term effects of the treatment since both WBV training as well as medication influence motor symptoms, and furthermore PD is characterised by a high heterogeneity [55]. However, a few long-term observations showed that the treatment effects described above are no single phenomena. According to the problems of chronic L-Dopa treatment like psychiatric complications, dyskinesia, on-off fluctuations, and additional risk of cell death the vibration treatment might be effective in early PD stages to postpone the start of L-Dopa [17,18,46]. In this context some animal experiments found that physical activity has protective effects on striatal dopamine metabolism [12,13,68]. Unilateral 6-OHDA infusions led in rats to a strong loss of DA (dopamine) and DOPAC (dihydroxyphenylacetic acid). In rats that were forced to use parkinsonian limbs DA and DOPAC loss was strongly reduced which was connected with markedly reduced parkinsonian
nian symptoms. Since an increase in neurotrophic factor protein in the striatum was found the authors speculate about a functional connection between exercise and protection of nerve cells. Other studies support this hypothesis [12,13,68]. With respect to the findings of Chen et al. muscle spindle activity regulates neurotrophic factors [12]. As WBV treatment results in strong spindle activity one can speculate that these stimuli play an important role in surviving process of nervous structures.

Another consideration refers to postural control and the importance for quality of life [28,38,61]. In later stages of PD gait impairment and postural instability are very common but pharmaceutical treatments are lowly beneficial or might even worsen these symptoms [8,19,38,55]. Biomechanical analyses showed that the treatment improves postural control of PD patients, which might ensure mobility and quality of life [23,24]. Finally, vibration training should not be regarded as an exclusive treatment but it could support conventional PD therapy.
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